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Greens say railcars may return to the Bay  
The Green Party Tukituki candidate Quentin Duthie suggests that Hawke’s Bay may see the return 

of railcars or passenger trains to the east coast of the North Island in the near future. 

“There are still a number of Silver Fern railcars operating in New Zealand. With the electrification of 

the Auckland rail network, we may find these are freed up to service provincial routes like the 

Wellington to Napier to Gisborne line, or a return to the full train service like the former Bay Express. 

“I have been pleased to note the level of interest in the return of passenger rail services to Hawke’s 

Bay at recent public meetings, and the sudden interest of Labour and National candidates despite 

their Governments allowing the rail to be sold and run-down. 

“The Government now acknowledges the long-term trend of rising oil prices, and has indicated a 

willingness to invest in local infrastructure to stimulate the economy in the face of a global 

recession. 

“Couple this with the public’s growing environmental awareness and love of rail, and we may have a 

recipe for the return of passenger rail, and increased use of rail for freight and logs, in Hawkes Bay. 

The Green Party will improve rail services in three main ways: 

- Moving logs and freight off the road and onto rail, saving money and improving road safety; 

- Investing in modern electric trains the big cities, rather than endless motorways; 

- Investigating the return of regional passenger rail services, for tourist and local needs. 

“There is an opportunity for the vast bulk of logs from the forests like the Mohaka to travel by rail to 

the Ports of Gisborne and Napier. My recent trip to Wairoa confirmed that there are too many log 

and freight trucks on that difficult road, but I saw no trains at all. 

“The Green Party is proud that our tireless lobbying for reinvestment and maintenance of public 

transport has resulted in the purchase of the tracks and trains, and now we see Labour and National 

indicating a new political will to redevelop rail services.  

“It was also our campaign that saved the Overlander passenger service between Wellington and 

Auckland, an iconic service popular with tourists and Kiwis that supports track-side communities. 

“We look forward to working with the next Government to reinvigorate rail services, and I hope to 

once again see passenger rail servicing towns like Waipukurau and Wairoa.” 

Note: the Silver Fern railcars are diesel-electric air-conditioned sound-proofed 96-seater railcars. 

Basic information is available here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NZR_RM_class_(Silver_Fern)  
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